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In your text you write

"Our approach is to use Eq. (3) for the boundary normal velocity component u_N and all scalar variables, [...]"

For the boundary-normal component it’s clear but for the scalars you still do an average/interpolation ("phase 1 average", see the attached Figure). I thought equation (3) mean that the left parent grid cell value for scalars is directly taken to set the boundary values for the child grid boxes as it is done more or less for u. This is what equation (3)
suggest or am i wrong? Can it be that the phase 1 interpolation is not mentioned at all in the manuscript?

Additionally, i fear that further figures are necessary that show the interpolation scheme for one direction/child boundary (as in the attachment) and also the connection to the flux degradation (which points are actually used for calculating the fluxes) should be illustrated not only by words.

Kind regards, Sebastian Giersch
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